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TGA profiles can reflect the well thermostability of the samples and were shown in Figure S1a. 

The rapid weight loss between 30°C and 200°C is due to the removal of moisture and residual organic 

templates, and the curves tend to be stable at higher temperatures. The loss finally stabilizes at ca. 6.5 

wt%. The difference in weight loss is result from the dampness degree of each sample.1 These two 

types of carbon-based materials remain stable at 480℃ exhibited in Figure S1b, hence, the carbon can 

be retained after the calcination treatment.

Figure S1. TGA profiles of the samples.
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The SEM images shown in Figure S2 exhibit the spherical texture of Pt/S11 composed of cubic 

plate crystallites with the size of ca. 20 μm. CNTs present a fluffy network structure composed of long 

and narrow tubes, while RS is rigid blocks with abundant micropores all over the surface. After 

encapsulating Pt NPs, Pt@CNTs precursor maintains the original morphology, while Pt@RS exposes 

an abundant pore-network structure after calcination, which is speculated that the rigid and dense 

carbon-layer tightly wraps the Pt NPs.

Figure S2. SEM images of the samples.
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In Figure S3, the HAADF-STEM image and corresponding EDS analysis show that elements Al, 

Si, P, O, and Pt are homogeneously dispersed in Pt/S11, representing the growth of Pt on S11.2

Figure S3. (a) HAADF-STEM image and (b−f) EDS element mapping results of Pt/S11.
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To further verify the states of Pt species on the "Pt island", region b without Pt NPs and region c 

containing Pt island are selected for EDS elemental analysis shown in Figure S4. The selected regions 

b and c are located in the position where the microgrid copper-net is hollowed out without carbon-film 

under TEM to eliminate the interference of element carbon. The result shows that carbon cannot be 

detected in the region b without Pt NPs, while it can be detected in the region c with a Pt island, 

indicating that the biochar forms a carbon-layer on the surface of Pt NPs.

Figure S4. (a−c) HAADF-STEM images of Pt@RS/S11. (c1−c6) EDS element mapping results of 
region c. (d−e) EDS element analysis of region b and c.
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Figure S5. In-situ TEM images of Pt@RS/S11 under the temperature from 25℃ to 800℃.
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The sintering-resistance property of Pt@RS/S11 was tested by in-situ TEM in the temperature 

range from 25℃ to 800℃ as displayed in Figure S5 to observe the dynamic transformation of Pt NPs 

during heating process. Two points are worth noting: (Ⅰ) An overall orderly migration of Pt island was 

observed and the Pt island was gradually squeezed out from the S11 support from 25℃ to 300℃, 

which reflected the effect of carbon-film on restricting the movement of individual particle. Pt island 

migration is beneficial to the hydrogenation function of the catalyst and can be regarded as the 

concentrated release of extensive metal active sites. The Pt island is stably hidden in the slits between 

supports at room temperature, which can address the problem of long-term storage of bifunctional 

catalysts. (Ⅱ) The particles on the Pt island maintained superior stability until 700℃, and the average 

particle size was basically unchanged. Obvious sintering agglomeration of Pt NPs was observed till 

800℃, and the order of Pt island was destroyed. The dynamic process of phase transition caused by 

the Pt NPs aggregation at high temperature could be clearly observed under in-situ TEM. In a word, 

the pre-loading method makes the Pt NPs have excellent sintering resistance, and the biochar carbon-

film enables the orderly release of metal active sites.
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Component distribution of liquid products is shown in Figure S6. As the conversion increases, 

the contents of mono-/multi-branched isomers in liquid products catalyzed by all catalysts climb up 

and then decline and the main isomers are converted from mono-branched to multi-branched types, 

meanwhile, the cracked liquids increase gradually. Because heating is conducive to multi-

rearrangement of the alkylcarbenium ions and C−C bond breakage to carry out the deep isomerization 

and cracking reaction, separately, from a thermodynamic point of view. Due to the existence of a large 

number of active metal sites (reductive Pt island) formed by the collaborative reduction of biochar that 

can quickly capture alkylcarbenium ions, the Pt@RS/S11 is more inclined to proceed in the expected 

direction of deep isomerization rather than cracking.

Figure S6. Component distribution of liquid products for selected catalysts versus reaction 
temperature. Reaction pressure: 45 bar, WHSV: 1.5 h−1, and H2/n-C12 (molar ratio): 15.
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In a typical synthesis of Pt@carbon precursors as described in experimental section, the 

precursors Pt@RSM and Pt@COS can be obtained by replacing the supports with SPC-03RSM and 

COS, respectively. According to the type of precursors, the catalysts obtained were named as 

Pt@RSM/S11 and Pt@COS/S11. The catalytic performance evaluated by n-C12 hydroisomerization 

was shown in Figure S7, which indicates that biochars have well-universal and potential in the 

synthesis of bifunctional catalysts.

Figure S7. (a) Selectivity, (b) yield, and (c) liquid yield versus n-C12 conversion, (d) n-C12 
conversion versus reaction temperature. Solid symbol: isomers, hollow symbol: cracked liquids (a, 
b). Reaction pressure: 45 bar, WHSV: 1.5 h−1, and H2/n-C12 (molar ratio): 15.
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The distribution of surface functional groups for biochar RS and the catalysts is shown in figure 

S8. The RS spectrum only shows slight C−H stretching vibration at around 2900 cm−1, and no oxygen-

containing functional groups are discovered, indicating that the catalytic performance is unrelated to 

the functional groups on the biochar. The two catalysts also only observed bands due to associated 

water molecules around 3400 cm−1 and 1640 cm−1.

Figure S8. FT-IR spectra of the samples.
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Figure S9. XPS patterns of (a) Si 2p, (b) P 2p, (c) Al 2p, and (d) O 1s for the Pt/S11: before (black) 
and after etching (red). XPS patterns of (e) Si 2p, (f) P 2p, (g) Al 2p, and (h) O 1s for the Pt@RS/S11: 
before (black) and after etching (red).
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For the etched sample Pt/S11 and Pt@RS/S11, peak shifts are hardly observed in the skeleton 

elements of zeolite structure, suggesting that the skeleton elements on the surface and inside of the 

catalysts are nearly in the same electronic environment.3,4 Although the introduction of biochar has 

produced some defect sites on the zeolite framework, it can maintain the order of the structure as a 

whole.
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